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HomeSirens Threat Intelligence Report: 
“Home Covid-19 Phishing Attacks” 

 
 
  Kim Lyons wrote an interesting article last month about Google tracking covid-19 phishing 
email attacks that were seen in the millions. This unusual high number of phishing attacks 
designed to fool the typical internet user to fall victim is unsettling to say the least. 
Professionals in the cybersecurity field would agree; with most countries on shut down the 
window of opportunity is one of the main reasons this number for a single type attack is high. 
 

 
 
  As Kim nicely points out: “These scams include impersonating government organizations like 
the World Health Organization to try to solicit donations or trick users into downloading 
malware; pretending to have information about government stimulus payments; and phishing 
attempts aimed at workers who are working remotely.”  
( https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/16/21223800/google-malware-phishing-covid-19-
coronavirus-scams ) 
 
  The natural question I really have in my mind was, how often are home networks seeing this 
internet attack traverse across their wifi router? And is this Covid-19 phishing attack coming 
from multiple locations? Finally, are there any areas where the Covid-19 phishing attack can be 
stopped before infection (no pun intended). 
 
  With the new HomeSirens technology in place across several United States locations, we 
started to dig into our threat intelligence reports to see if we picked up any Covid-19 phishing 
hits. To our surprise and to collaborate with Kim Lyons google report, the hits were indeed in 
the millions.  
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  First we should understand there is a lot of internet attacks going after home environments. 
This needs to be pointed out as in you might panic when you see the next visual chart that 
shows what attacks HomeSirens is seeing aggregated in the xMillion hits: 
 

 
 
  This confirms with out a doubt that home wifi networks are having this internet traffic hit their 
home locations (east coast and west coast). The good news is this data is seen from the 
HomeSirens technology as “Blocked”, thus stopping the phishing attack from completing its 
steps. Yes there are actual steps this Covid-19 phishing attack must complete before being 
successful.  
 
  Kim Lyons simplified the method from a surface level, as the users would be completely 
unaware of the technical details that are taking place behind the scenes. But we are going to 
dig into the technical steps of this attack through alert signatures. Easier than reading packet 
dumps for sure. 
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  Credit to the open source emerging threat community for providing a great way of breaking 
down internet attacks by having alert signatures for each step of the Covid-19 phishing attack: 
 

 
 
  Covid-19 Phishing attack has 3 basic steps; initial communication, response communication 
and then finally connection established communication. This is important as we can see there 
are areas where this attack can be stopped before establishing a connection and firing off the 
OMG “Possible Successful COVID-19 Related Phish”. 
 
  If we looked at the previous graph, we can see that HomeSirens did indeed stop this phishing 
attack from completing steps 2 and 3. As the only alert signature that was identified by the 
HomeSirens A.I. was “HUNTING Suspicious GET Request with Possible COVID-19 URI” ( aka web 
url ). But where did these hits come from? Let us drill down the hits to see the source: 
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  HomeSirens identified “4” unique ip addresses that were sending this Covid-19 phishing attack 
to various home locations across the United States. Im sure as more HomeSirens services are 
deployed into more homes, we will see more unique locations. These 4 locations researched via 
web internet address tool called “WhoIs” and the results were: Ohio, New York, South Carolina, 
and South Carolina. We can make an educated assumption this Covid-19 phishing attack is 
spawning from many locations geographically. 
 
  One interesting note while researching one of the “blocked” Covid-19 phishing attacks, is the 
New York location is not having its internet registrations updated on a regular basis. Most 
registered internet sites have regular registration updates, to ensure its active: 
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  Could this lead to a temporary internet location that is only serving one purpose? And should 
we expect this registration to go offline and never to be seen again. As we see in the below it is 
responsible for 22% of the traffic in relation to the other 4 unique locations: 
 

 
 
  Given the new threat intelligence view from HomeSirens it is obvious the Covid-19 phishing 
campaign is causing headaches for many home networks. As there is clear evidence this attack 
is traversing across wifi routers at a high volume i.e. millions of hits from many source locations. 
However, the good news is Covid-19 phishing attack has to complete a series of steps before it 
can be successful. It can be stopped with the right Home Internet Security technology that is 
inline to the home router. 
 
  We look forward to providing more indepth threat intelligence reports from ground zero, 
where HomeSirens lives. It is able to provide us a unique window into what attack signatures 
are flagged or fired off. In the mean time, update your security blocking signatures to include 
this. 
 
Your Home Internet Security Services Team, 
   HomeSirens 
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